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The Great Arc Hackett Publishing
The Honourable CompanyHarperCollins UK
The Great Company Oxford University Press
This book deals with all major battles of the East India Company, starting with the naval battle off the coast of swally
(Suhali) in 1612 to the Second Sikh war and Annexation of the Punjab in 1849. The Afghan and Burma Wars and the Mutiny
of 1857 are excluded. Chapter II deals with the Geographical Portrait and Climate of History of India in which the company
operated. Chapter III traces the Evolution of the political and Military Ethos of the Company . Chapters IV to X describe the
various battles - against the Portugues and the Dutch, against the Mughals, the French, the Marathas, Haidar and Tipu, the
Gorkhas and the Sikhs. Chapter XI discusses the reasons why the Company triumphed.
Last Post BoD – Books on Demand
Based extensively on Archibalds McDonald's letters, reports, and diaries.
Administration and Finance of the East India Company HarperCollins Publishers
THE TOP 5 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S BEST BOOKS OF 2019 THE TIMES HISTORY
BOOK OF THE YEAR FINALIST FOR THE CUNDILL HISTORY PRIZE 2020 LONGLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE
GIFFORD PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION 2019 A FINANCIAL TIMES, OBSERVER, DAILY TELEGRAPH, WALL STREET
JOURNAL AND TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR 'Dalrymple is a superb historian with a visceral
understanding of India ... A book of beauty' – Gerard DeGroot, The Times In August 1765 the
East India Company defeated the young Mughal emperor and forced him to establish a new
administration in his richest provinces. Run by English merchants who collected taxes using a
ruthless private army, this new regime saw the East India Company transform itself from an
international trading corporation into something much more unusual: an aggressive colonial
power in the guise of a multinational business. William Dalrymple tells the remarkable story
of the East India Company as it has never been told before, unfolding a timely cautionary tale
of the first global corporate power.
The Dramatic Tale of how India was Mapped and Everest was Named Macmillan
Born of mixed Scottish/Native Indian blood in what is now Saskatchewan, Isbister emigrated to Britain after he found his ambitions
thwarted by Hudson's Bay Company policies regarding native-born employees. There he became a respected educator, but more
important to this study, he also became the most persistent critic of the Company, and of British and Canadian policies dealing with the
inhabitants of Rupert's Land and the Northwest Territories.
Alexander Kennedy Isbister Bloomsbury Publishing
This groundbreaking study examines how the East India Company founded an empire in India at the same time it started losing ground in business.
For over 200 years, the Company’s vast business network had spanned Persia, India, China, Indonesia and North America. But in the late 1700s, its
career took a dramatic turn, and it ended up being an empire builder. In this fascinating account, Tirthankar Roy reveals how the Company’s trade
with India changed it—and how the Company changed Indian business. Fitting together many pieces of a vast jigsaw puzzle, the book explores how
politics meshed so closely with the conduct of business then, and what that tells us about doing business now. ‘One of the first major attempts to tell
the company’s story from an Indian business perspective’—Financial Express
A History of the Honourable East India Company's Garrison on the West Coast of Sumatra (1685-1825) Penguin UK
This is the graphic story of the measurement of a meridian, or longitudinal arc, extending from southern India to the Himalayas. It gives a
vidid description of one of the most ambitious scientific projects in the 19th century.
East India Company at Home, 1757-1857 Oxford University Press, USA
In the second part of John le Carré's Karla Trilogy, the battle of wits between spymaster George Smiley and his Russian
adversary takes on an even more dangerous dimension. As the fall of Saigon looms, master spy George Smiley must
outmaneuver his Soviet counterpart on a battlefield that neither can afford to lose. The mole has been eliminated, but the
damage wrought has brought the British Secret Service to its knees. Given the charge of the gravely compromised Circus,
George Smiley embarks on a campaign to uncover what Moscow Centre most wants to hide. When the trail goes cold at a Hong
Kong gold seam, Smiley dispatches Gerald Westerby to shake the money tree. A part-time operative with cover as a
philandering journalist, Westerby insinuates himself into a war-torn world where allegiances—and lives—are bought and sold.

Brilliantly plotted and morally complex, The Honourable Schoolboy is the second installment of John le Carré's renowned Karla
triology and a riveting portrayal of postcolonial espionage. With an introduction by the author.
Trade and Conquest from 1600 Random House
During the middle of the 19th-Century, Britain and China would twice go to war over trade, and in particular the trade in opium. The Chinese people
had progressively become addicted to the narcotic, a habit that British merchants were more than happy to feed from their opium-poppy fields in
India. When the Qing dynasty rulers of China attempted to suppress this trade--due to the serious social and economic problems it caused--the
British Government responded with gunboat diplomacy, and conflict soon ensued. The first conflict, known as the First Anglo-Chinese War or Opium
War (1839-42), ended in British victory and the Treaty of Nanking. However, this treaty was heavily biased in favour of the British, and it would not be
long before there was a renewal of hostilities, taking the form of what became known as the Second Anglo-Chinese War or Arrow War (1857-60).
Again, the second conflict would end with an 'unequal treaty' that was heavily biased towards the victor. The Lion and the Dragon: Britain's Opium
Wars with China, 1839-1860 examines the causes and ensuing military history of these tragic conflicts, as well as their bitter legacies.
Exile in the Wilderness McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP
Retracing the events and personalities of China's Long March, a colorful narrative describes the epic odyssey of thousands of Chinese Communist
followers from their bases to the remote north of China, going behind the myth to recount the stories behind the March, including ruthless purges,
hunger and disease, desertions, mistreatment of women, and more. 35,000 first printing.
A Short History with Documents Don Mills, Ont. : Burns & MacEachern
John Keay's epic, expert study of the twenthieth-century demise of colonial rule in the Far East The names echo like the last
long notes of a bugle call: Hiroshima, Dien Bien Phu, Tiananmen Square; MacArthur and Mountbatten; The Quiet American and
Bridge over the River Kwai. In a twentieth-century welter of war, Depression and Communism four empires crumbled and the
West was bundled out of the East. John Keay's acclaimed study of this imperial finale draws on contemporary sources ranging
from Ho Chi Minh to Dirk Bogarde. The narrative swoops from the showpiece cities of Shanghai, Saigon and Manila to the tough
backwaters of Borneo and the tinkling rice fields of Bali. Grandeur of treatment is matched by trenchant analysis; unexpected
continuities are revealed; and to the interaction of West and East is traced the dynamism of the Far East today.
The East India Company APH Publishing
The East India Company (EIC), also known as the Honourable East India Company (HEIC) or the British East India Company and informally as John
Company, was an English and later British joint-stock company, which was formed to pursue trade with the East Indies but ended up trading mainly
with the Indian subcontinent and Qing China.Originally chartered as the "Governor and Company of Merchants of London trading into the East
Indies", the company rose to account for half of the world's trade, particularly in basic commodities including cotton, silk, indigo dye, salt, saltpetre,
tea and opium. The company also ruled the beginnings of the British Empire in India.
Being Curious Reminiscences Illustrating Manners and Customs of the British in India During the Rule of East India Company from 1600
to 1858 Bloomsbury Publishing
Commerce meets conquest in this swashbuckling story of the six merchant-adventurers who built the modern world It was an era when
monopoly trading companies were the unofficial agents of European expansion, controlling vast numbers of people and huge tracts of
land, and taking on governmental and military functions. They managed their territories as business interests, treating their subjects as
employees, customers, or competitors. The leaders of these trading enterprises exercised virtually unaccountable, dictatorial political
power over millions of people. The merchant kings of the Age of Heroic Commerce were a rogue's gallery of larger-than-life men who, for
a couple hundred years, expanded their far-flung commercial enterprises over a sizable portion of the world. They include Jan
Pieterszoon Coen, the violent and autocratic pioneer of the Dutch East India Company; Peter Stuyvesant, the one-legged governor of the
Dutch West India Company, whose narrow-minded approach lost Manhattan to the British; Robert Clive, who rose from company clerk to
become head of the British East India Company and one of the wealthiest men in Britain; Alexandr Baranov of the Russian American
Company; Cecil Rhodes, founder of De Beers and Rhodesia; and George Simpson, the "Little Emperor" of the Hudson's Bay Company,
who was chauffeured about his vast fur domain in a giant canoe, exhorting his voyageurs to paddle harder so he could set speed records.
Merchant Kings looks at the rise and fall of company rule in the centuries before colonialism, when nations belatedly assumed
responsibility for their commercial enterprises. A blend of biography, corporate history, and colonial history, this book offers a panoramic,
new perspective on the enormous cultural, political, and social legacies, good and bad, of this first period of unfettered globalization.
A Respectable Critic of the Honourable Company Independently Published
The exploration and appropriation of the wilderness in the heart of the Western Himalayas has become known as the "Gilgit Game" in recognition of
its importance as a crucial episode in the "Great Game"--the century-long rivalry between Russia and British India for control of Central Asia. Indeed,
authors from Kipling to Masters have treated this struggle as the epitome of this competition between nations. But as John Keay shows in this
fascinating and readable account of an exciting period in colonial India, the real characters in this drama were more than a match for their fictional
counterparts. With humor, sympathy, and admiration of this small group of intelligence agents, Keay describes the activities that had such far-
reaching repercussions in the region. Through extensive research and his own intimate knowledge of the terrain, Keay sheds new light on the once
top secret geographical discoveries made by these men, discoveries they were prevented from publishing during their lifetimes. A fresh look at a little-
known aspect of political intrigue, this is the first narrative account of Himalayan exploration set against the backdrop of espionage and military
brinkmanship.
Merchant Kings HarperCollins UK
"For those few of us still informed by historical materialism, Burley's Servants of the Honourable Company, a social history of
the skilled and unskilled contract employees of the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC), is a welcomed respite from contemporary
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discourse. In terms of labor history, this study makes a specific contribution to the social history of working people who were not
part of the industrial proletariat. This study reminds us that the HBC was a business and that the relationships between
employees and officers were important. Even for those that are primarily interested in Native aspects of the fur trade, Servants of
the Honourable Company provides useful insights on how the system worked. Also Burley's knowledge of European labor
history is put to good use here. Information on political thinking in Europe is intertwined with problems recruiting
servants."--Review at www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/mb_history/37/hbcservants.shtml.
Routledge
This Is A Beautifully Illustrated Book Which Describes How The Company Created And Built Up Its Extraordinary Trading Empire, How It
Conducted Its Day-To-Day Business At Home And In The East And The Sequnce Of Events That Led To Its Eventual Absorption By The
British Crown. Inscribed On The Title Page, Beautiful Colour Illustrations, Text Absolutely Clean, Condition Good.
The Honourable Company Marboro Books
The English East India Company was one of the most powerful and enduring organizations in history. Between Monopoly and Free Trade
locates the source of that success in the innovative policy by which the Company's Court of Directors granted employees the right to
pursue their own commercial interests while in the firm’s employ. Exploring trade network dynamics, decision-making processes, and
ports and organizational context, Emily Erikson demonstrates why the English East India Company was a dominant force in the expansion
of trade between Europe and Asia, and she sheds light on the related problems of why England experienced rapid economic development
and how the relationship between Europe and Asia shifted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Though the Company held a
monopoly on English overseas trade to Asia, the Court of Directors extended the right to trade in Asia to their employees, creating an
unusual situation in which employees worked both for themselves and for the Company as overseas merchants. Building on the
organizational infrastructure of the Company and the sophisticated commercial institutions of the markets of the East, employees
constructed a cohesive internal network of peer communications that directed English trading ships during their voyages. This network
integrated Company operations, encouraged innovation, and increased the Company’s flexibility, adaptability, and responsiveness to
local circumstance. Between Monopoly and Free Trade highlights the dynamic potential of social networks in the early modern era.
Making of the Raj UCL Press
A classic introduction to one of the world's most fascinating countries
Britain's Opium Wars with China 1839-1860 The Honourable Company
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR Allan Mallinson brings us another adrenalin-fuelled, absorbing adventure featuring Matthew Hervey.
If you like Patrick O'Brian, Bernard Cornwell and CS Forester, you will love this! "Captain Matthew Hervey is as splendid a hero as ever sprang from
an author's pen" -- THE TIMES "A damn fine, rip-roaring read" -- LITERARY REVIEW "The heir to Patrick O'Brian and C. S. Forester" -- OBSERVER
"Outstanding storytelling!" -- ***** Reader review "Fab read" -- ***** Reader review ********************************************************* 1827: Matthew
Hervey is on the look-out for a new posting. He soon finds one in the Cape Colonies, where there is need of a man to re-organise the local forces,
and in particular to form a new company of horse. Accompanied by a captain from the disbanded Royal African Corps, Hervey heads out into the
great South African plains and towards the territory of the Zulu and their legendary leader, King Shaka. But it is not till he nears the Umtata River that
his fiercest battle really begins. For the Zulus fight like no army he has encountered before. As Hervey and his troops are plunged into battle, death is
only a heartbeat away... Company of Spears is the eighth book in Allan Mallinson's Matthew Hervey series. His adventures continue in Man of War.
Have you read his previous adventures A Close Run Thing, The Nizam's Daughters, A Regimental Affair, A Call to Arms, The Sabre's Edge,
Rumours of War and An Act of Courage?
The Explorers of the Western Himalayas, 1865-95 Pluto Press
In existence for 258 years, the English East India Company ran a complex, highly integrated global trading network. It supplied
the tea for the Boston Tea Party, the cotton textiles used to purchase slaves in Africa, and the opium for China’s nineteenth-
century addiction. In India it expanded from a few small coastal settlements to govern territories that far exceeded the British
Isles in extent and population. It minted coins in its name, established law courts and prisons, and prosecuted wars with one of
the world’s largest armies. Over time, the Company developed a pronounced and aggressive colonialism that laid the
foundation for Britain’s Eastern empire. A study of the Company, therefore, is a study of the rise of the modern world. In clear,
engaging prose, Ian Barrow sets the rise and fall of the Company into political, economic, and cultural contexts and explains
how and why the Company was transformed from a maritime trading entity into a territorial colonial state. Excerpts from
eighteen primary documents illustrate the main themes and ideas discussed in the text. Maps, illustrations, a glossary, and a
chronology are also included.
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